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Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 6 July 2007 11 am
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: The Head Office
Website: http://www.thehead-office.co.uk
Phone: 01782744004

The Premises:

Well known. Graced by the presence of the wonderful Fiona back from her holiday. Also a new
receptionist, blonde Becky (not wg Becky). Peaches floating around too.

The Lady:

Absolutely gorgeous. The gap between her teeth simply instantly became part of her completely
lovely look. Bt she looks so real - you could see her in the street or on the beach and think her the
perfect girl you would like to take to bed - and there you are on the bed with her 17 seconds after
meeting her...

The Story:

Vikki is new at HO and came in for strong criticism on her first proper rota day last week.

I saw her first thing Friday morning. People who check my Pnet reports will know I have done a lot
of them and they are almost all very positive as those sessions are the ones I choose to write about,
but I also try to be honest.

Fiona took me upstairs as soon as Vikki arrived and I said if you wanted to talk to her first I'm in no
hurry so there was a delay as others have reported but in this case it was arranged - Vikki had to
get changed and Fiona, just back from holiday, wanted to talk to her, presumably about the
criticism.

Vikki came in the room smiley and I was knocked back by her fabulous looks. If you like a girl, looks
needn't matter but it sure is a good start when she is a stunner.

We got on just fine. Vikki is no actress and no parlour room acrobat. But I loved her 'realness'.

When undressed, I liked her just as much. She has sweet natural breasts with responsive nipples, a
tummy to delight those who've posted elsewhere about liking them, a beautiful all-over tan and an
almost completely shaved pussy. There was no lip ring I think someone reported and I found the
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tattoos completely inoffensive. Again, it felt like I'd pulled the most gorgeous girl on the beach.

She was only offering owo as an extra today and soon apologised when her lovely blonde and
highlighted straight hair fell over me - but it's a big turn on for me so again that real innocent feel of
a gorgeous girl off the beach/street/dance floor without yet all the tricks of the trade or the hardened
knowingness.

The owo went on for ages and ages! It was mostly gentle and with hands usually just lightly holding
the base but it was also wet and effective and I didn't want it to stop.

Meanwhile I didn't push fingers in places but touched whatever I wanted.

Eventually we moved on to sex with quite a lot of chat in the meantime and went straight to mish at
my suggestion. Again, a good feeling was made better by loving the sight of this girl. No noises from
either of us - fine by me.

Finished with some more owo (not cim).

Vikki is not raunchy, does not rule the bedroom, will be (and has) proved too restrained for some
people. I loved being in intimacy with her and had no sense whatsoever of her being there purely on
sufferance.

I wholly enjoyed myself with a stunning girl with a lovely sweet personality who can be a wee bit
gauche occasionally but who will please people who want a gentle session with a beautiful girl with,
I found, a sunny disposition. I suspect she is at present like Peaches might have been during her
first days working (she was sitting around looking lovely as the newly 21 year old that she is).

I will be back to see Vikki again, that is for sure - and as soon as possible but from what I've said it
is a bit difficult to recommend her to everyone. I'll say yes because I would want to be pointed her
way but she will not be what everyone wants from a punt.

A bonus was having an extended chat with Fiona while she was sitting on the arm of my chair in
reception before leaving HO in jolly good humour. 
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